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ABSTRACT: A good correlation has previously been established between primary production and
production in higher trophic levels in the marine ecosystem on the Faroe shelf, but identification
of potential intermediate species has been missing. Sandeel Ammodytes spp. is known to be of
great ecological importance in other areas; thus, we investigated the relationship between primary and sandeel production on the Faroe shelf. Juvenile sandeels have been sampled on the
annual Faroese 0-group survey in late June to early July with a standardized procedure since
1982. Measurements on primary production, i.e. estimates of accumulated new primary production and chlorophyll a concentration, have been carried out during spring and summer on the
Faroe shelf since 1990 and 1997, respectively. We found positive correlations between the primary
production and the mean length and abundance of juvenile sandeels on the Faroe shelf in the
period investigated. There was also a highly significant relationship between primary production
and an index of juvenile sandeel biomass. Two simple models based on starvation mortality and
length-dependent predation mortality, respectively, fitted the data well. These findings verify a
clear, almost instantaneous, and rather unique link from primary producers to top predators.
KEY WORDS: Ammodytes marinus · Larva · Juvenile · Length · Abundance · Biomass index ·
Chlorophyll a
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Interannual variation in growth and recruitment of
cod and haddock, and in the number of attending
guillemots Uria aalge, on the Faroe shelf has been
found to correlate with the interannual variations in
potential new primary production, i.e. the relative
nitrate assimilation in the shelf water ecosystem during the high productive period (Gaard et al. 2002,
Steingrund & Gaard 2005). This implies a near
instantaneous transfer of energy from primary production to higher trophic levels of the marine ecosystem on the Faroe shelf, mediated by intermediate
species that connect the plankton to non-planktivorous species. This functional role is often held by
small, short-lived zooplanktivorous fish species such

as capelin Mallotus villosus, sprat Sprattus sprattus
or sandeel Ammodytes spp. (Vilhjálmsson 2002,
Frederiksen et al. 2006, Østerblom et al. 2006).
The effect of commercial fishery on fish stocks such
as cod and haddock makes the bottom-up impact on
stock size and productivity considerably harder to
detect. However, both Yaragina & Marshall (2000)
and Rose & O’Driscoll (2002) found the lipid condition index values, an indicator of physical condition
of cod Gadus morhua in the Barents Sea and off
Newfoundland and Labrador to be positively correlated to the biomass of capelin, another intermediate
fish species.
On the Isle of May, southeast Scotland, Frederiksen et al. (2006) found the breeding productivity of 3
seabird species bringing multiple prey items to their
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offspring to positively correlate to the sandeel larval
biomass with a 1 yr lag, indicating dependence on
1 yr old fish. The same study (Frederiksen et al. 2006)
showed the breeding productivity of a seabird species bringing single prey items to its offspring to be
strongly associated with the size of adult sandeels,
highlighting the importance of prey quality, as was
similarly stated by Wanless et al. (2005).
The lesser sandeel Ammodytes marinus (hereafter
sandeel) is known to be an important prey for, e.g.,
cod, haddock, or seabirds on the Faroe shelf (Rae
1967, Du Buit 1982, Gaard et al. 2002) and might thus
function as one of the important trophic nodes in the
Faroe shelf ecosystem. However, in order to mediate
interannual variability in primary production to higher
trophic levels, the abundance, size, availability, or
nutritional value (e.g. energy density) of sandeel must
be related to primary production through the food
available to sandeels, i.e. zooplankton.
Throughout its life, sandeels prey on zooplankton
(Reay 1986), and food availability is considered to
be a critical factor for growth and survival in the
early life stage of sandeel (Arnott & Ruxton 2002,
Frederiksen et al. 2006). Copepod eggs and nauplii
are dominant prey items during the early development of most fish larvae, and, thus, the timing and
magnitude of copepod production can be essential
(McLaren & Avedaño 1995, Michaud et al. 1996,
Gaard & Steingrund 2001, Voss et al. 2003). Many
studies have shown a dependency of copepod
reproduction on food availability (e.g. Diel & Tande
1992, Hirche 1996, Niehoff et al. 1999), predominantly phytoplankton (Irigoien 1998, Meyer-Harms
et al. 1999), and seasonal variations in phytoplankton development can thus often be detected in subsequent copepod reproduction and growth (Gaard
1999, Durbin et al. 2003, Devreker et al. 2005). At
high latitudes, e.g. on the Faroe shelf, the seasonal
variations in primary production are large, and the
timing and magnitude of it significantly influence
copepod production, species composition, and abundance (Gislason & Astthorsson 1995, Gaard 1999,
Debes et al. 2008a).
Despite its relatively small size (~10 000 km2) the
Faroe shelf (62°00’N, 06°47’W) contains a distinct
neritic ecosystem surrounded by an oceanic environment. The shelf water is relatively well separated
from the open ocean by a persistent front that surrounds the shelf, usually at a bottom depth of
between 100 and 130 m (Fig. 1) (Gaard et al. 1998,
Larsen et al. 2002, 2009). Tidal rectification and other
effects drive a current system that circles the islands
in a clockwise direction (Hansen 1992). Due to strong

Fig. 1. Topography and main features of the flow field around
the Faroes. The dotted line enclosing the light grey area
around the shelf indicates the typical position of the tidal
front that separates the shelf water from the off-shelf water.
Letters: sampling stations (see ‘Materials and methods’)

tidal currents, the water column in the shallow parts
of the shelf is mixed from surface to bottom throughout the year and no summer stratification occurs
(Gaard 1996, Gaard et al. 1998). The average residence time of the shelf water is estimated to be about
2 to 3 mo, but it is highly variable and the monthly
flushing rates may vary by a factor of 6 (Gaard &
Hansen 2000, Gaard 2003). The timing and intensity
of the spring bloom on the Faroe shelf can vary considerably from one year to the next (Gaard et al.
2002, Debes et al. 2008b), and one hypothesis is that
these variations are linked to the exchange rate
between on- and off-shelf water, where intensive
exchange in spring leads to relatively large losses of
phytoplankton from the shelf, retarding development
of intensive spring blooms (Eliasen et al. 2005,
Hansen et al. 2005).
The apparent rapid conversion of primary production to the biomass of higher trophic levels on the
Faroe shelf warrants further study. The aim of the
present paper is thus to investigate the relationship
between primary production and sandeel production
on the Faroe shelf by comparing measurements of
primary production during the spring bloom with the
mean length and abundance of juvenile sandeels as
observed during the annual 0-group surveys in late
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June to early July. Such a relationship can be caused
by starvation mortality, but it can also be due to
length-dependent predation, i.e. if high primary production leads to faster growth rates and hence
reduced predation mortality of juvenile sandeels.
Therefore, we also address the question of starvation
versus predation mortality.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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Temperature
Data on temperature dating back to February 1992
were acquired from Stn T (Fig. 1). The station was
selected to fulfil the requirements that the measurements be taken in well-mixed water, open to the
ocean, and far from river runoff. It thus represents
the whole water column, and can be used as sea surface temperature. In the present study, only the
monthly mean temperatures for February, March,
April, May, and June were applied.

Juvenile sandeel data
Annual 0-group surveys have been conducted on
the Faroe shelf in late June to early July since 1974.
In 1982 the research vessel was replaced, and the
data processing were made more complete. The data
from the 2 periods are therefore not comparable, and
here we only use the sandeel data from 1982 to 2010,
which covers the whole period with primary production data.
The 0-group survey is primarily designed to obtain
information on the year class strength of cod, but
other fish species, e.g. sandeels, are caught as well.
Further details about the 0-group surveys are given
in Jákupstovu & Reinert (1994). A total of ~70 trawl
stations, evenly distributed at fixed positions at bottom depths of from 45 to 150 m, were occupied each
year.
The juvenile sandeels were collected with a
capelin trawl (5 mm mesh in the cod-end, mouth
opening ~8 m [horizontally] by 4 to 5 m [vertically]).
The trawling depth was 25 to 45 m; the exact depth
was chosen based on the recordings of the echosounder. The towing speed was 3 knots, and the
duration of each haul was 30 min. In cases of large
catches, sub-samples were analysed, and the results
were scaled to total catches. Fish were identified to
genus, and counted on board. Their total length was
measured to the nearest whole millimetre, and the
mean total length (L) each year was found by averaging over all individuals caught. The average number
of juvenile sandeels caught per station will hereafter
either be referred to as abundance or mean number
(N0). Assuming a constant condition factor, an index
of the biomass (BI) should be proportional to the
number (N ) times the length (L) cubed.
Previous identification studies of sandeel larvae,
juveniles, and adults, based on the publications of
Russel (1976), Reay (1986), and Muus & Nielsen
(1998) and performed by present first author, have
indicated that Ammodytes marinus is the absolutely
dominant sandeel species on the Faroe shelf.

Primary production index
A measure of the accumulated new primary production (PP-index) in the Faroe shelf water ecosystem during spring and summer from 1990 to 2010
was calculated based on the reduction in nitrate concentration from winter levels until a fixed date (June
26 each year) at Stns S1 and S2 (Fig. 1) plus estimated
net influx of nitrate from the surrounding off-shelf
water during the same time period (Gaard 2003):
PP-index = nitrate decrease + nitrate net inflow
from winter until June 26. June 26 is close to the time
when the nitrate concentration on the Faroe shelf in
most years is at a minimum (Debes et al. 2008b). The
inflow of nitrate is calculated as:
Nitrate net inflow = renewal rate of shelf water ×
([NO3−]off-shelf − [NO3−]on-shelf)
where [NO3−]offshelf and [NO3−]on-shelf are the nitrate
concentrations in the surrounding off-shelf and onshelf water, respectively. The average renewal rate
of the on-shelf water is estimated to be about 1/75 d−1
(Gaard 2003). The renewal rate is mainly based on
the nitrate reduction on-shelf, but is corrected for
horizontal nitrate import to the shelf as described by
Steingrund & Gaard (2005). For short timescales, an
assumption of constant horizontal exchange rates is
not very realistic (Gaard & Hansen 2000), but, in the
timescale used here (2½ mo), the correction is relatively small, and varying the horizontal exchange
rate within realistic bounds only causes small changes
in the index (Hansen et al. 2005).
Samples for measurement of nitrate were collected
at stations that were evenly distributed on the shelf
and slope in late June 1990 to 2010. In 1990, samples
were stored in a refrigerator and analysed a few days
after sampling. From 1991 to 1994, samples were
frozen immediately after collection and analysed
ashore. The sample storage prior to measurements
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did not seem to affect the results of the nutrient
analysis. Since 1995, samples have been analysed
onboard the same day or the day after collection.
Nitrate + nitrite were measured on an auto-analyser
according to Grasshoff et al. (1983).

Chlorophyll a data
For measurement of chlorophyll a (chl a ), frequent
sampling was carried out at a land-based station (Stn
C; Fig. 1). This station pumps large amounts of seawater (about 15 t min−1) from 18 m depth at a location
on the central shelf, where the water column is
always well mixed from surface to bottom. Since
1997, the samples have been collected on a weekly
basis from April until September, but here we only
analyse the period from April to late June. Chl a was
measured spectrophotometrically according to Parsons et al. (1984), and calculations were made
according to Jeffrey & Humphrey (1975). When comparing interannual variability of chl a concentrations
in this time series, daily concentrations were calculated by linear interpolation between the weekly
measurements.

the period February up to and including June, the
yr 2003 had the highest (7.7°C) and the yr 1995 had
the lowest (6.2°C) mean temperature. Separately, the
months showed little variation interannually. No significant correlation between temperature and juvenile sandeel length or abundance was found.
The PP-index varied by a factor of 5.6 in the period
from 1990 to 2010, and the mean daily chl a concentration varied by a factor of 6.4 in the period from
1997 to 2010 (Fig. 4). The 2 primary production parameters peaked simultaneously in 2000/2001, 2004,
and 2009. In the period prior to the chl a measurements the PP-index had a single peak in 1995. The
correlation between the 2 time series was high (R2 =
0.89, p = 0.001).
Both the mean length and number of juvenile
sandeels were positively correlated to the PP-index
(Table 1), but the correlations were not significant at
the 5% level. Similarly, mean length and number
were positively correlated to chl a concentration
(Table 1), but only the correlation between the chl a
concentration and mean juvenile sandeel length was
significant (Table 1, Fig. 5). The juvenile sandeel biomass index was correlated to both the PP-index (R2 =
0.43, p = 0.024) and chl a concentration (R2 = 0.73, p =
0.010) (Figs. 6 & 7).

Statistical significance
DISCUSSION
The statistical significance of the squared correlation coefficients (R2) presented in the present paper
has been corrected for serial correlation as suggested
by Pyper & Peterman (1998).

Here we have shown that length and abundance of
juvenile sandeels, especially when expressed as a
biomass index, are positively correlated to the primary production on the Faroe shelf. In a similar way,

RESULTS
The number (mean ± SE) of juvenile
sandeels varied by a factor of 1650, 1989
being the year with the lowest (5 ± 2)
and 2008 being the year with the highest (8052 ± 2111) number. The juvenile
sandeel length (mean ± SE; mm) varied
by a factor of 3.3, 1989 having the smallest (19.9 ± 0.8) and 1985 having the
largest specimens (65.8 ± 1.1) (Fig. 2).
There was a significant positive correlation between mean length and number
in the period from 1982 to 2010 (R2 =
0.19, p = 0.017).
The monthly mean temperature varied interannually during the period
investigated (1992 to 2010) (Fig. 3). For

Fig. 2. Ammodytes marinus. Regression between the mean length (mm) and
mean number (N ) of juveniles caught per station on the Faroe shelf in the
period from 1982 to 2010 (R2 = 0.19, p = 0.017). Numbers = year of sampling
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Fig. 3. Interannual variations in mean monthly temperature (C°) on the
Faroe shelf in the months February to June from 1992 to 2010

Fig. 4. Interannual variations in the primary production (PP)-index in the
period from 1990 to 2010 and in the daily chlorophyll a (chl a) concentration (means ± SE) in the period from 1997 to 2010 on the Faroe shelf (R2 =
0.89, p = 0.001)

Table 1. Ammodytes marinus. Squared correlation (R2), significance (p), and
number (N ) of the primary production (PP) and juvenile sandeel parameters.
Chl a: chlorophyll a

Mean length
Mean number
Biomass

R2

PP-index
p

N

R2

Chl a concentration
p
N

0.24
0.26
0.43

0.06
0.07
0.02

21
21
21

0.34
0.43
0.73

0.04
0.07
0.01

14
14
14
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Steingrund & Gaard (2005) found positive and significant relationships between the PP-index and cod recruitment on the Faroe shelf. The authors
argued that this clear signal most
likely was due to a cod diet consisting
of food items younger than 1 yr, for example 0-group sandeels. Feeding on
older and longer living prey, such as
crustaceans, which post-settlement
cod on the Faroe shelf prey on in the
absence of sandeels (Rae 1967, Du
Buit 1982), would not likely be able to
transmit the phytoplankton signal this
quickly. The almost instantaneous response of higher fish species, e.g. cod,
to the primary production on the Faroe
shelf, therefore, indicates a fast-growing zooplanktivorous species as a
transmitter, and, based on stomach
analysis of higher fish species (Rae
1967, Du Buit 1982), an obvious candidate would be sandeel.
In other areas, good relationships
have been shown between primary
production and sandeel hatch date
(Hart 1974, Wright & Bailey 1996), and
the recruitment of another sandeel
species (Ammodytes americanus) has
also been observed to correlate positively with primary production (Monteleone & Peterson 1986), although we
know of no other study in which a significant positive correlation has been
established between mean daily chl a
concentration and juvenile sandeel
length. None of the other 3 correlations presented here, i.e. between the
mean daily chl a concentration and
mean juvenile sandeel number, and
between the PP-index and mean juvenile sandeel number and length (see
also Table 1), were significant. However, their corrected p-values were all
< 0.08.
Since juvenile sandeels only prey
directly upon phytoplankton to a limited extent, the primary production
estimates presented here do not qualify as a direct measure of the actual
food availability, but rather as an indicator of it. However, several studies
have shown that the seasonal devel-
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availability. The correlations observed between the mean juvenile sandeel length
and primary production on the Faroe
shelf, thus seem reasonable. Additionally,
our findings on the strong correlation
between primary production and the biomass index are consistent with the findings of Frederiksen et al. (2006), who observed the biomass of sandeel larvae
sampled May 1 to be positively correlated
to the plankton abundance during their
period of growth.
The 2 time series representing primary
production (the PP-index and the interpolated mean daily chl a concentration)
Fig. 5. Ammodytes marinus. Regression between the chlorophyll a (chl a)
were based on measurements of 2 totally
concentration (μg l−1) and mean length (mm) of juveniles on the Faroe shelf in
different variables, i.e. nitrate and chl a
the period from 1997 to 2010 (R2 = 0.34, p 0.04). Numbers = year of sampling
concentrations. Their high correlation
(R2 = 0.89, p = 0.001) is therefore an indicator of high data quality. On the other
hand, the sandeel data were collected on
cruises primarily designed to obtain information on 0-group cod, which may influence data quality in several ways. Firstly,
the juvenile sandeel is long and slender,
and has a tendency to get entangled in
the mesh on its way back into the cod end
of the trawl. Therefore, the abundance
values most likely will be underestimated, while the length distributions
might be biased due to size selection of
the types of mesh. Secondly, the timing of
the 0-group surveys is most likely postmetamorphosis for sandeels, and the
Fig. 6. Ammodytes marinus. Regression between the primary production
juvenile sandeel might thus have initiated
(PP)-index and the biomass index of juveniles (BI) on the Faroe shelf in the
its daily vertical migration in the water
2
period from 1990 to 2010 (R = 0.43, p = 0.024). Numbers = year of sampling
column or perhaps even have settled —
opment in primary production is typically followed
probably leading to decreased availability to the
by a subsequent and similar development in the sectrawl. All this adds to the uncertainties in the sandeel
ondary producers, e.g. zooplankton (Niehoff et al.
data, both regarding length and number. However,
1999), and this is also the case on the Faroe shelf
the validity of the time series is strengthened by the
(Gaard 1999, Debes & Eliasen 2006).
fact that the data range over a period of 29 yr during
A multitude of studies have documented the effect
which time the sampling method has remained the
of food on the condition factor and weight growth of
same.
various fish species at different life stages. The effect
The sandeel larva is planktonic and bound to drift
of food on length growth has received much less
with the currents of its surroundings, and if the surattention, but it is well known that growth may be
rounding water is headed away from suitable habiarrested during periods of low food availability (Blaxtat, e.g. off-shelf, it might be lost (Wright & Bailey
ter 1969, Checkley 1984). We know of no study that
1996). Drift off-shelf might thus be a source of larval
links length growth of early life stage sandeel to food,
mortality and induce a spurious correlation between
but Folkvord et al. (2009) showed that herring larvae
primary production and sandeel abundance without
with high food availability could grow twice as fast in
requiring a causal mechanism between them, since
length compared to herring larvae with low food
the exchange between on-shelf and off-shelf waters
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Fig. 7. Ammodytes marinus. Regression between the chlorophyll a (chl a) concentration (μg l−1) and the biomass index of
juveniles (BI) on the Faroe shelf in the period from 1997 to
2010 (R2 = 0.73, p = 0.010). Numbers = year of sampling

has also been suggested to control the spring bloom
(Eliasen et al. 2005, Hansen et al. 2005). If this
mechanism is supported, years with strong off-shelf
exchange would have low primary production
(through phytoplankton export) and export a relatively large number of sandeels, and vice versa. Variations in the exchange rate are, however, more than
an order of magnitude lower than the variations in
0-group sandeel abundance (Gaard &Hansen, 2000,
Hansen et al. 2005). Finally, it would be hard to
explain the observed positive correlation between
mean juvenile sandeel length and primary production on the Faroe shelf by larval drift off-shelf.

The effect of food availability on juvenile sandeel
mortality
Food availability, predation and temperature are
generally considered to be the most influential factors affecting fish larval survival. The results indicate
that temperature most likely does not have any significant influence on the interannual variations
observed in the mean length and abundance of juvenile sandeels on the Faroe shelf.
Arnott & Ruxton (2002) found sandeel recruitment
in the North Sea to be under the influence of demographic effects, i.e. density-dependent processes
such as cannibalism and competition for seabed
space and food, especially performed by 1 yr old cospecimens. Van Deurs et al. (2009) further substantiated this by illustrating how the otherwise positive
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correlation observed between spawning stock biomass and sandeel recruitment (N0) vanished in years
with large stocks of 1 yr old sandeels. However, we
have not been able to detect correlations of this kind.
Nonetheless, our assessments of the sandeel stock
sizes, N1 and Nspawning, were inferred from the
0-group data according to Cook & Reeves (1993) and
Cook (2004) and might thus be of poor quality. However, Rae (1967) found that the food of Faroe shelf
cod in the period from 1949 to 1962 mainly consisted
of sandeel, but, in recent years (1997 to 2006),
sandeel has only ranked third in the cod diet (Steingrund 2009). If this change in the species composition of cod diet indicates that the sandeel stock was
much larger in the mid-twentieth century compared
to recent years, the sandeel stock in recent years
most likely has not been at a maximum carrying
capacity; hence, demographic effects on sandeel
recruitment should be much less likely.
As part of the explanation of the variability in fish
recruitment, Cushing (1974) suggested a hypothesis
on the matching and mismatching in the time of larval production and the production of their food. The
onset of the primary production bloom on the Faroe
shelf has interannually been observed to vary a great
deal in time (Gaard et al. 1998). However, we have
not been able to detect a significant relationship
between the mean number of juvenile sandeel on the
Faroe shelf and the onset of the spring bloom, at least
not when the date of the onset of the spring bloom is
defined according to Wright & Bailey (1996) as being
the date when the chl a concentration first reaches
levels >1.0 mg m−3 (R2 = 0.21, p = 0.110), nor when it
is defined according to Sharples et al. (2006) as the
first day of 5 consecutive days with chl a concentration > 2.0 mg m−3 (R2 = 0.383, p = 0.087).
After metamorphosis, when juvenile sandeels
adapt the burrowing behaviour characteristic of
adults, predation mortality decreases considerably
(Wright et al. 2000). Metamorphosis is often correlated to length, i.e. higher growth rates lead to
shorter larval phases (Benoît et al. 2000), and,
thereby, also to an earlier size-related exclusion of
predators (Van Deurs et al. 2009). If a great mean
length in late June to early July symbolizes a preceding high growth rate, and, thereby, a short larval
phase, our finding on high abundances in years with
large mean lengths seems reasonable.
The effect of food availability on sandeel recruitment, thus, could be through increased mortality in
periods of both starvation and/or high predation pressure. In Appendix 1, Eqs. (A1) to (A4), we present a
simple model for starvation mortality, which implies a
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relationship between the mean number of
sandeel caught during the 0-group survey,
NT, and their mean length, LT :
1 ⎞
ln(N T ) = a − b · ⎛
⎝ LT ⎠

(1)

where a and b can be considered constants.
To explore the validity of this model, we have
plotted ln(NT) against 1/LT (Fig. 8), and
Eq. (1) explains 72% of the variance in
ln(NT). This result is encouraging compared
to the original plot presented (Fig. 2), which
only explained 19%. However, exactly the
same kind of functional relationship between
NT and LT can be derived from a model,
Eq. (A5), in which mortality is only by predation, but where the predation mortality
decreases with prey length, as is commonly Fig. 8. Ammodytes marinus. Regression between the reciprocal value of
argued (Leggett & DeBlois 1994), at the same the mean length (mm) and the ln transformed mean number2(N ) of juveniles on the Faroe shelf in the period from 1982 to 2010 (R = 0.72, p =
time as length growth increases with food
0.001). Numbers = year of sampling
availability.
Overall, regarding the Faroe shelf, we can conclude that juvenile sandeel length and abundance ➤ Benoît HP, Pepin P, Brown JA (2000) Patterns of metamorphic age and length in marine fishes, from individuals to
are positively correlated to the primary production in
taxa. Can J Fish Aquat Sci 57:856−869
the area, and that this most likely contributes to the
Blaxter JHS (1969) Development: eggs and larvae. In: Hoar
previously recognised clear and close signal between
WS, Randall DJ (eds) Fish physiology, Vol 8. Academic
Press, New York, NY, p 177−252
primary production and cod production on the Faroe
➤ Checkley DM (1984) Relation of growth to ingestion for larshelf (Steingrund & Gaard 2005).
vae of Atlantic herring Clupea harengus and other fish.
We believe that this clear link between primary
Mar Ecol Prog Ser 18:215−224
producers and top predators is a rather unique occur➤ Cook RM (2004) Estimation of the age-specific rate of natrence in the literature, and, by documenting the role
ural mortality for Shetland sandeels. ICES J Mar Sci 61:
159−164
of sandeel in this cascade, we have strengthened the
evidence for this link. That this link is so clear on the ➤ Cook RM, Reeves SA (1993) Assessment of North Sea industrial fish stocks with incomplete catch-at-age data. ICES
Faroe shelf, compared to in other areas, may perhaps
J Mar Sci 50:425−434
be due to a simpler ecosystem, but it could also be
Cushing DH (1974) The possible density-dependence of larval mortality and adult mortality in fishes. In: Blaxter JHS
due to its homogeneity, both regarding environmen(ed) The early life history of fish. Springer, Heidelberg,
tal factors and species composition.
p 103−111
The results presented here do not, however, settle
➤ Debes HH, Eliasen K (2006) Seasonal abundance, reproducthe question on whether the interannual variations in
tion and development of four key copepod species on the
Faroe Shelf. Mar Biol Res 2:249−259
the abundance of juvenile sandeel observed on the
Faroe shelf in the period from 1982 to 2010 are caused ➤ Debes H, Eliasen K, Gaard E (2008a) Seasonal variability in
copepod ingestion and egg production on the Faroe
by starvation, predation, or a combination of both.
shelf. Hydrobiologia 600:247−265
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APPENDIX 1
Consider a cohort of sandeel Ammodytes marinus from the time of hatching in February/March (t = 0) to the time of the
0-group survey in late June (t = T ). If N(t ) is the number of individuals as a function of time, t, we expect:
T
dN
d
N
( ln ( N )) = – m ⇒ ln ⎛ T ⎞ = − ∫ m · dt
= −m · N ⇒
⎝ N0 ⎠
0
dt
dt

(A1)

where the mortality, m, may depend on various factors. NT is the number of individuals remaining at time T, and N0 is the
initial number. To relate the model to our observations, we assume that the number of juveniles caught during the 0-group
survey each year is proportional to and can be represented by NT. During the same period, the individual length L(t)
increases, and, for simplicity, we assume the length development to be the same for all individuals and to be linear with
time:
L =γ·t

(A2)

where the growth factor, γ, in this model is assumed to be constant through the spring until ultimo June each year, but to
vary from one year to another due to different food conditions. The length at the time of the 0-group survey is then LT =
γ · T and we interpret this parameter as the mean length measured during the survey each year (Fig. 2). We now consider
2 separate cases:
Case 1. Mortality dominated by starvation
Assume that the mortality, m, each year has a fixed temporal variation m0(t), which is modulated by the inter-annual variation of food availability through an inverse dependence on the growth factor, γ, in Eq. (A2):
m(t ) =

1
m0 (t )
N
⇒ ln ⎛ T ⎞ = − ·
⎝ N0 ⎠
γ
γ

T

∫0 m0(t )dt

= −

T
·
LT

T

∫0 m0(t )dt

(A3)

By the assumptions, the last integral in Eq. (A3) is constant, and this case, therefore, implies a general relationship
between NT and LT :
1 ⎞
ln ( N T ) = a − b · ⎛
(A4)
⎝ LT ⎠
where a and b can be considered constants if the initial number, N0, varies much less than NT.
Case 2. Mortality dominated by length-dependent predation
Assume that the mortality depends only on length m = m(L). Eq. (A1) then becomes:
T
1
N
ln ⎛ T ⎞ = − ∫ m(L )dt = − ·
⎝ N0 ⎠
0
γ

LT

∫0

m(L )dL = −

T
·
LT

LT

∫0

m(L )dL

(A5)

In nature, we expect mortality to decrease with length (Van Deurs et al. 2009), and, for sandeel, we expect a strong
decrease after metamorphosis. If the decrease in mortality from time 0 to T is sufficiently strong, the last integral in Eq. (A3)
will be almost constant — this implies that this case leads to exactly the same general relationship, Eq. (A4), as Case 1.
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